
Mission / Objectives
The Research Communications Strategy (RCS) project is working to investigate many of the emerging themes,
ideas and developments in the field of research communications (e.g. different modes of publication, OA journals,
self-archiving, impact, institutional and funder mandates, licensing, copyright, etc.) at a strategic level. Following
from this investigation RCS is working to advocate to institutional stakeholders (targeting academics and senior
management), and is providing advisory services to JISC on these matters.

RCS is working to establish a new point of liaison between JISC and the research community. Information we are
collecting from researchers, librarians, and senior managers will be used to help us identify and promote key
policies, standards and practice, and pin point practical means for implementation, as well as obstacles and
bottlenecks. Analysis of these results and an assessment of the potential implications will follow. Advocacy
programmes, with the aim of achieving a higher level of adoption of policies and practices to support more
effective scholarly communication, will then be built on these findings and analyses.

Why the RCS project is needed
The scholarly communication field is going through a period of change which may lead to a restructuring of how
the system works. Some infrastructure to support this change has been set up, in the form of repositories and
other supports, but there is still a need to aid in further development. In particular, policy must be developed
that ensures acceptable take-up and adoption of these changes and new forms of scholarly communication. There
is an ongoing need to monitor and influence emerging trends, and to provide guidance on innovations made
possible by these changes. There is also a growing need to engage the scholarly communication community and
develop relationships with them in order to gather information that can be used to make informed decisions and
recommendations, and help us to understand the barriers that are in place that may be preventing further
cultural change. Advocacy is also needed in order to break down these barriers and emphasise the existing
benefits, and to influence and support stakeholders as they develop and adopt policies and practices that allow
effective models of scholarly communication to thrive.

Things we are doing to further these goals

 Quarterly reports – Used to report back to JISC and the scholarly communication community, on the
emerging themes, ideas and developments, as well as on the advocacy and advisory work being done.
These reports are validated against community feedback.

 Cost of Open Access workshops – Regional workshops in which individual institutions had the chance to
model the costs and benefits of adopting different open access strategies. These helped senior
management understand how open access would affect their institution, and demonstrated that OA is a
viable option.

 Briefing papers – Written by and targeted at Senior Managers to support institutional development and
change in scholarly communication practices

 Engagement with academics (Chemists and Economists) – A way to collect valuable information on current
practices and potential barriers and track change over time.

 RCS Blog – A way to keep the community informed on current trends as well as engage the audience and
create a dialogue with them

 Events – Will work to provide a means for advocacy but also provide further opportunity to gather
information from the scholarly communications community

The RCS project has the advantage of working alongside a range of projects and services within the Centre for
Research Communication at the University of Nottingham, giving access to in-depth links into user communities
and international perspectives on issues, advances and developments.
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